GOVERNMENT SPACES

Let's Talk About TAA

Big Government Goes Small

The Wild West of Green Product Claims
Designers Rafael Diniz and Mark Calvin combined two existing LED designs, the Pod and the Poppy, to create Taper. Created with large spans in mind, this impressive fixture is offered in five, four and five stack units, with the tallest model measuring over 10 feet in height. Custom combinations can also be created. The lampshades are available in eight different wood veneer finishes, making it appropriate for hospitality and contract usage.

Lighting

For high-ceiling applications and spaces requiring glare-free light levels, Lucto Lighting Company introduces the ‘Y’ Series of its LEDX downlight family. These lights are engineered for ceiling up to 30 feet tall, using LEDs delivering 1500 to 4000 lumens and 8000 or 13000 lumens. The ‘Y’ Series family offers fixed, adjustable and wall-wash fixtures for dry and wet locations, and can be installed "zero-clearance" — meaning that the fixture’s rim is flush with the ceiling.

Lucey’s Jill is a fully-adjustable LED task light with an extended arm and reduced footprint. The 360 features an innovative arm that moves in unison with its rotating base, directing light exactly where it is needed for optimal lighting and functionality. Its high-power dimmable LEDs produce 1/4 footcandles at a height of 16 inches above the workplane, and are guaranteed to deliver 45,000 hours of continuous use.

Visit www.interiorsources.com/lucyte